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cify what material is under-collected and
support businesses in making investments
where the most opportunity lies, The economic case for increased recycling in Texas
will become more apparent as this study
quantifies and highlights the number of jobs
created by resource-recovery practices across
the scare.
The data provided by TRDJ will also
help support state planning regions {called
councils of governments) in their staterequired regional solid waste planning
efforts. In addition, che numbers will show
where Texas is lacking in material processing
capabilities and allow councils of governments to advocate for increased infrastruc ture and education to boost collection races
and bring more industry to individual parts
of che state. In areas in which Texas is excelling, the study will validate current efforts
and allow local governments co make a case
for continued funding and support for their
recycling programs.
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An idea that goes back
five years
This initiative stemmed from the needs

expressed by members of STAR, che state
recycling organization, in a survey conducted
during the legislative session in 2009. AJ.
though limited regional and state data exists
in Texas, there is currently no comprehensive
or consistent statewide information collected
on the amount of material recycled.
"Previous attempts to capture recycling
data have been hampered by confidential ity concerns and the lack of broad indus try support," Corbitt says. "This time,
we've engaged commodity representatives
throughout the process, from survey development to vendor negotiations, to ensure
a comfort level with data management and
dissemination,"
In response co the feedback about a lack
of data, a series of stakeholder meetings took
place in 2010 during which the framework
for a statewide recycling survey emerged,
and in 2011, the Seate of Texas Municipal
Solid Waste Management and Resource
Recovery Advisory Council passed a resolution supporting the study. Also in 2011, the
partnership between STAR and TxSWANA
led to the formation of a survey group, which
included representatives from public, private,
governmental and nonprofit recycling stake,

holders. From rhis group, the Texas Recycling Data Initiative (TRDI ) was born.
Representatives from the initial
stakeholder group now compri se the TRDJ
Steering Committee (see chart on page 20),
which was established to administer the survey process and identify potential funding
sources. The steering committee then went
through a competitive bid process that resulted in the retention of Burns & McDon ·
nell, a firm that specializes in environmental
studies and consulting services. Burns &
McDonnell will work alongside Texas State
University to condu ce che statewide survey
and publish the results prior to the 841~
Texas Legislative Session in January 2015.
"Our work plan is designed co obtain
data in a thorough manner char projects
the confidentiality of survey respondents,"
said Scott Pasternak, Burns & McDonnell
project manager.
A collaborative and voluntary effort,
the survey will focus on data from processors and end markets to reduce or elimin:uc
double -counting, and TRDI will utilize
a confidential approach to ensure that
proprietary data is protected. TRDI is a
true partnership between private, public and

impacts of our indust rr. in

A

fter years of effort s, a scake holder group has
recently come together to initiate a statewide
effort to capmre recyding data in Texas. The
Texas Recycling Daca Initiative (TRDJ), led by a
partner ship of the Seate of Texa s Alliance for Recycling (STAR)
and rhe Lone Star C hapter of the Solid Waste Association of
North America (TxSWANA), seeks co quantify material availability for market and infrastructure development and resource
planning and management. The initiative also aims to identify
recycling industry -associated job creation. This information is
important to better understand the economic, environmental
and poli cy issues facing Texas businesses, citizens and governmental agencies.

Changing the game in Texas
The results from TRDI will shape the future of recycling activities in
Texas and will provide the information needed to initiate, enhance
and promote recycling programs at both a regional and state level.
In the late 1980s and early '90s, environmentalists across the
country responded to the infamous Mobro 4000 "Gar-barge" crisis
in which a barge hauled the same 3, I 68 tons of refuse along the
Ease Coast for seven months looking for a place that would accept
the load. The incident raised awareness of the increasing number of
municipal landfills that had closed in '80s and put solid waste issues
18
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on the agenda for many state government s.
In response to this issue, the Texas legislature in January 1994
called for a 20 percent reduction of solid waste disposal in the scare
by 2000 and a 40 percent reduction by 2010. Lawmakers claimed
chat through programs offered by the state regulatory agency, which
at chat time was the Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission (now the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality),
such waste reduction was entirely possible. However, the goal was
loosely enforced, little data was collected and other environment al
issues have grabbed the bulk of attention in both regional and scace
governments.
"We are flying blind in an arena wirh great potential for furu.rc
state economic development," says Maia Corbitt, STAR's executive
director. "In a growing state with the second-largest population
in the country, we need to take a serious look at what that population expends as waste when instead it could and should be the next
great resource boom for Texas. It is imperative that a state this size
has che proper data available to inform decisions that will further
recycling capabilities in Texas."
TRDI hopes to fill the gap where previous efforts have fallen
shore. Consistent statewide data will provide decision-makers with
the information needed co advocate for market development, increased recycling infrastructure and widespread public education.
In lieu of a mandated reporting system, industry is now able to
participate in a voluntary data collection mechanism that will idenRR
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NGO participants and proves that positive
collaboration among varied sectors is realistic and beneficial to the needs of the state
and the people ofTexas.
"le is important for us to be able to
bring together the various groups represent ·
ing all sectors of the waste management industry in Texas to aid us in this endeavor of
determining where we are as a state regarding landfill diversion," said Richard McHale,
TxSWANA board member. "Once we are
able to see the aggregated numbers, we can
then help to advocate for the allocation of
recycling and diversion resources to areas of
the state chat are underserved. n

Steering Committee Participants
CarpetAmerica RecoveryEffort (CARE)
ConstructionMaterial RecyclingAssociation
CTRA
Electronic ResourceRecoveryCommittee
of STAR
EnvironmentalProtectionAgency Region 6
ISRI Gulf Coast Chapter
ISRI Scrap Tire Chapter
MunicipalSolid Waste Managementand
ResourceRecoveryAdvisory Council
NorthAmerican HazardousMaterials
ManagementAssociation
NationalWaste& RecyclingAssociation
(formerly NSWMA)

•
•
•

RecyclingCouncil of Texas
STAR
TexasAssociationof Business
TexasAssociationof Regional Councils
(TARC)
Texas ChemicalCouncil
Texas CoalAsh Utilization Group
Texas Commissionon EnvironmentalQuality
(TCEQ)
Texas CompostCouncil of STAR
TexasOil & Gas Association
TexasRetailersAssociation
TxSWANA

How TRDI works
TRDI will generate data that is publicly
accessible in aggregate form and will not
correlate to specific respondents. le will be
categorized by the 24 council of government
regions in Texas (as long as data reporting
does not compromise any confidentiality
issues), and although a directory of survey
respondents will be available, the directory
will in no way be connected to any data to
ensure the confidentiality of proprietary

business information.
Commodity information will be
provided at the state level and at council of
government regions where data aggregation
can meet confidentiality standards. In addition to cracking the traditional recyclables
collected, the project will also gather data on
organics, construction and demolition mate rial, and certain industrial waste screams,
including coal combustion products. The
TRDI intent is to repeat the survey every
two years, ahead of each legislative session,
in order to discern trends and continue
ben chmarking progress in Texas. Surveys
are expected to be sent to recycling proces sors in the summer of 2014, with a target
project completion date of December 2014.
Since TRDI is a voluntary initiative,
it is being funded by contributions from a
wide range of entities, Participation from
TRDI consortium members and participants is crucial to the success of this study,
as well as financial contributions from com panies or organizations chat support such an
important endeavor for Texas. Contributors
so far include: TxSWANA member cities,
the Construction and Demolition Recycling
Association (CDRA), Recycling Council

ofTcxas (representing metal recyclers),
Cooperative Teamwork and Recycling Assistance (CTRA, representing rural recycling
programs) and STAR.
The need for comprehensive and
consistent statewide recycling data is vital
to every entity involved in resource recovery
and solid waste management in Texas and
beyond. Positive partnerships among the
various stakeholders involved with TRDI
prove chat the demand for the results TRDI
will produce is strong and necessary, and
chis consortium will serve as a model for fu.
cure projects involving collaboration among
multiple representative groups.
qAdvancing recycling is a paramount
issue across the state ofTexas," Corbitt says,
"and TRDI will provide an understanding
of our progress to date, as well as future
opportunities to increase recycling and
help our economy thrive for generations to
come." RR
Sara Nichols is the communications and
programs manager for che Scace ofTexas
Alliance for Recycling (STAR). She can be
reached at info@recyclingstar.org or (512)
828 -6409.

PLASTICSRECYCLING
SYSTEMS
From modular components to turnkey solutions
Choose from a wide range of standard equipment to solve a
specific problem or let Herbold engineers custom design
a complete recycling system to satisfy all your application
requirements. From advice to design to installation and startup, we guide you every step of the way. Talk to an apprcation
specialist today to discuss your recycling system needs.

The path to reducing
organic waste is full of obstacles.
That's why we're here.

.,,

As the leader In organic waste recycling, ORBISknows the

challenges munlcipalities must face to meet waste diversion
goals. We have the industry's only carts designed specifically
for organic waste recycling, and we work with you to ensure
seamless implementation.
With a decade of experience, we've already helped

many cities across North America reduce costs and
improve diversion rates.
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hat means selecting the right equipment
(indestructible, high performance)for efficient,
productiveshredding. If upgradingor expanding,
it means smart planningfor increasedprofits.
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noted in the Fordham Environmental Law
Review's 2011 report, "Whose Grass Is
Greener? Green Marketing: Toward a Uniform Approach for Responsible Environmental Advertising. '' " If consumers can nor
crust environmental claims, their incentive:
to purchase: so-called environmentally safe
products will be lost."
The marketplace for green products
and services has increased exponentially over
the years due mainly to increased global demand for sustainable products and services.
Look on store shelves and you'll notice
a green option for many produces, such
as window cleaners, dish soaps and food.
Additionally, many company slogans now
display advertising slogans using words like
"sustainable:," "environmentally friendly"
and "green." The advent of these products
and services has brought about a tidal wave
of new environmental claims and standards.
According co the 2010 report, "An
Overview of Ecolabels and Sustainability
Certifications in the Global Marketplace, "
from the Corporate Sustainability Initiative
at Duke University, "Research shows char
produces containing some sort of an eco
label, coupled with intense marketing of

and, for the mo st part, means char particular
product is recyclable. Show this symbol to
che average consumer and they know what
it is and what it most likely stands for.
But, the recycling symbol also appear s
in other codes or labels. For example, when
purchasing paper, if the arrows are located
inside a circle, it means the paper was made
parrly or entirely from recycled paper.
Another use of the chasing arrows symbol
involves its association with che Society of
the Plastics Industry's resin identification
code. It's a common belief chat if a plastic
produce contains this symbol, the produce
is recyclable. However, plastic recyclability
is more often driven by the technology and
type of equipment utilized by a community's materials recycling facility. Plastic
is typically highly recyclable, chc:question
more apt would be: Will the MRF be able
to sort it effectively and send it to market?

that particular product's label, can equate to
economic success."
Conversely, that same report also noted:
Most eco labeling organizations are
unaware of the market share of produces,
services or organizations carrying their eco
labels.
Only 44 percent of single-standard
labels have conducted an impact study to
assess the effect of their certification efforts
on the environment.
One-third oflabelers surveyed had
made no attempt to monitor or evaluate the
environmental and social benefits of their
eco labels programs and have no intention
of doing so.
It can leave consumers with a sense that
it's purchase ar-your-own-risk.

Labeling the labels
Outside of che labels already mentioned,
let's take a look at a few ocher notable codes
and labels being used today:

Gree11Seal: Developed by NGO Green
Seal, this certification demonstrates that a
product or service is safer for human health
and the environment and has mer a high
level of functional performance. A list of
Green Seal-certified products and services

Cltasi11garrows: Also known as the universal recycling symbol, chis symbol has been
used on almost every product imaginable

Brands
nowturntoalmost
200verifications
toback
uptheir
sustainability
claims.
Butallthoselogoscancause
confusion
forconsumers
when
itcomes
timetoproperly
dispose
ofproduct
packaging.
BY J USTI N GAST
e know co check the Nutrition Facts label if we're
looking to ear healthy or be better informed about
the food s we buy and eat. These days, more consumers are also looking for labels that display rhe terms
"organic," ''local" or "gluten free." What about when it comes
to the sustainability of other product s we also use everyday,
such as office paper, household or workplace cleaners or even
foodservice items, such as utensils, plate s, bowls and cups?
How well do you know the marketing labels that grace the
packaging of many of the product ! you buy for your home or
workplace? If a produ ct contain s the chasing arrows logo, does chat
mean the produ ct is recyclable or contains recycled-content? ls it
more sustainable to purchase: office paper that includes recycledcontent or paper chat was made from wood harvested from a Forest
Stewardship Council (FSC) certified site? ls there an organics label
that trumps all others? If a product carries the U.S. Department of
Agriculture's (USDA) Biobasc:d label, does chat mean that product is
recyclable or composrable? Is a label carrying che term "biodegradable:"the same as one carrying the term "compostablc:"? Trying to
decipher an eco label can be exhausting for consumers and could
potentially prevent them from purchasing a product altogether.
According to the Eco Label Index (tinyurl.com/EcoLabelindex), the world's largest global directory of eco labels maintained by
Big Room Inc., there are currently 444 eco labels being used in 197
22
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countries worldwide and 25 industry sectors. In the U.S. alone,
193 labels are presently being used for a wide variety of products
and services. For example, there's certification of food and agricultural products , buildings, electronics, offices, automobiles, and
certifications given co businesses organizations or institutions chat
meet certain social and environmental performance criteria.
Though many eco labels are created via legislation or programs
established at the national level, such as the U.S.'s Energy Star label
that involves the U.S. Department of Energy, the Environmental
Protection Agency and the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), eco
labels can also be created by private entities, non -governmental
organizations, public agencies, or joinrly by stakeholders and expc:rrs
from the public and private sectors. Starbucks' third -parry evaluated
Coffee and Farmer Equity (C.A.F.E.) Practices label, for example,
evaluates, recognizes and rewards producers of high -quality, sustain ably grown coffee for Starbucks stores. And, as the popularity of
green produces continues co grow, it's important to know what the
standards, codes, labels, indices and certifications mean to you as a
consumer.

Deciphering labels
How can a consumer have confidence in products and/or services
char carry some form of sustainability label or certification? As

A smarter way to recycle.
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5imple5ort'risreadyforanyrecycling
program,largeorsmall,withitsconfigurable
designforeffortless
sorting,collectingandhauling.Thelowmaintenance
andeasy
operationmakethisdurabletrailerthecomplete
package.
Combiningefficiency
with
smartdesign,the5imp/e5ort'r
trailerwillgetyouon theeasyroadto recycling.
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can be viewed at tinyurl.com/GreenSeal Mark.
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Biodegradable Prod11L"ts
Jm,tit11te~'i
(BPI) Compostable logo: Developed

by the BPI, this certification identifies
produ cts that meet either ASTM D6400
for bioplastics, or ASTM D6868 for fiberbased applications , which is a standard
for compostabili ty. Products chat receive
one of these certifications are meant to
compost satisfactorily in large-scale composting facilities. All produce testing is
overseen by the N ational Science Founda tion {tinyurl.com/ BPI-Logo l ).
It should be noted, when shop ping for composta ble products, items
carrying the terms "biodegradable," "degradable" or "decomposable" may not be
designed to comp ost in any given facility
and instead may end up in a landfill. For
example , the state ment, ~product meets
ASTM D55 l l standard," refers to the
anaerobic biodegradation testing method
iij of a plastic produc t in a landfill setting
~ (cinyurl.com /ASTM-D 5511).
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.. Tlte Forest Stewardsltip Co,mdl: The
Cl/
Cl/

FSC has several different certifications,
including its Forest Management, Chain
of Custody and Controlled Wood certi fications, all of which are verified by an
independent third -party source. Essentially,
the FSC's certifications recognize forest
owners and managers that follow the best
social and environmental practices ro ensure
products come from well-managed forests.
An FSC label can mean the paper product
you've purchased contains material from an
FSC-certified forest that meets the environ mental and social standards of FSC; that
the specific product's makeup consists of
material from FSC certified forests, recycled
material or other controlled sources; or that
che product contains post-consumer material and may include some pre-consumer
material content. The FSC system is also
a reference standard for LEED. More
information about FSC certification can be
found by going to tinyurl.com/FSCLabel.
Another forest products label that is
also verified by an independent third-party
source is the S11.'itai11ab/e
Fore.,;trylnitiatiJ,e(SF/). Originally launched by the
American Forest and Paper Association, but
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Resource Recycling, Inc. is pr0ud to announce
the launch of a free onlir,,e erchive of

Gain exclusive access to hundreds of articles spanning decades of
experience and thoughtful analysis in the Re-TRACConnect Resource
Library. Create your free account today at connect.re-trac.com.
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Continuedfrom page24.
now overseen by SFI Inc., che SFI 20 Io.
20 I 4 Standard promotes sustainable forest
management in North America through
14 core principles char promote sustainable
forest management, including measures to
protect water quality, biodiversity, wildlife
habitat, species at risk, and Forests with
Exceptional Conservation Value. More in·
formation about the SFI label can be found
by going to tinyurl.com/SFkertification.

LEED: Developed by the U.S. Green Build·
ing Council, the Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design certification rates
construction on water efficiency, energy and
atmosphere, materials and resources and
indoor environmental quality. A project
can also receive credits through a number of
other suscainability· based c:itegories, with
a project being eligible for a silver, gold or
platinum rating. More information can be
found by going co usgbc,org/leed.

We'vedesignedthe Morbark
e 3800XLWoodHogto be the besthorizontal grinderon the market.
It will dramatically
increase
yourproduction
capacity
andoperat
ingefficiency,
soyoucanfill yourpockets
asfastas it fillsyourtrucks.
• M ore Productive - A larger,moreaggressive
hammermill
andindependent
drivemotorson
thefeed-wheelandbelt-chain
resultin a continuousfeedwith higherproduction,
greaterfuelefficiency,
anda moreconsistent
endproduct.
• More Convenient - TheMorbarkIntegrated
Contro
l System
allowsyouto maximize
productionandkeepthe belt full with
justan occasional
tweakof yourthumb.Andyoucanconveniently
servicethe gratesandhammers
while standing up,with plenty
of headroom
andspaceto work.
• More Reliable - The3800XLis protected
fromforeignobjectsbythebestsolutionavailable:anexterna
lly adjustab
le breakaway
torquelimiterthat releases
instantly whenoverloaded
withoutstallingthe engine;thissignificantly
reducespotential damageand
decreases
downtime.

TheMorbark
&3800XLWoodHogis part of a full lineof heavy-duty
industrialgrindersfromthe leaderin the industry.
Learnmoreaboutour machines
andour extens
ive productsupportnetworkat www.morbark.com
.

SEETHEFULLLINEAT '-.. .~
WWW.MORBARK.COM~

7 AVAILABLE
MODELS

USDA Biobased Certificati011:
A labeling component of the USDA's BioPreferred
program, created by che 2002 U.S. Farm
Bill to increase the purchase and use of
biobased products. This certification means
the USDA and federal government stand
behind the accuracy of the claim chat the
product contains biological ingredients in
the amounts stated on the label. However,
if a product contains biobased material, that
doesn't mean che product is composcable or
recyclable. In some cases, if a bioplastic resin
has been combined with a petroleum-based
resin co create a package or container, that
produ ct is likely both "non-recyclable" and
"non-composcable.h And, you would be hard
pressed to find a municipal program that accepts bioplastics in its local recycling stream.
For more on the USDA's Biobased certification, go to tinyurl.com/BioPreferred.

Option soup
How can consumers or users find out more?
One could study all 444 eco labels listed
in Big Room lnc.'s Eco Label Index. But,
if that doesn't scream out "good times" to
you, or you're not interested in searching a
product's packaging looking for a particular
certification or stamp of approval, think up·
stream and buy durable products or create
homemade green cleaners. It's amazing the
cleaners you can create using everyday ingre·
clients like baking soda, glycerin, hydrogen
peroxide and vinegar.
Though the FTC has regulations in
place to address labeling - go co cinyurl.
com/FTC -GreenG for more information on
the agency's Green Guides and recent dta ·
tions - the fact that more and more labels
continue co be developed makes it challeng•
ing for the federal government to track every
one. And, unfortunately, the number of
greenwashing scofflaws willing co trick you
into purchasing their products is growing.
And those companies will continue to sell
those very products until the heavy hand of
government comes down on chem.
This is why more states need to enact
products labeling laws, such as California
did with the 2011 passing of Senate Bill
567 , which expanded che Golden State's
plastic end -of-life claim labeling require·
mems from bags and food packaging to
all plastic products. Legislation like this is
intended co help consumers make choices
about the ever-growing number of products
with labels chat promi se environmental and
social perform :ince,
Justin Gast is a program educator with
Oregon's Washington County Solid
Waste & Recycling Program. He can
contacted at (503) 846-4930 or
justin_gast@co.washington.or.us.
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through
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program more convenient for residents and
removes barriers that
could be preventing
them from recycling.
When residents feel the
program is convenient
and easy, and when effective education takes
place, it's normal to see
tonnage increases in all
materials.
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Processing
cartons
We recognize that no
cwo M RFs are the same
and, because of char,
there is no silver bullet
solution to sorting cartons. Ar some MRFs,
carton sorting can be
as simple as adding a
bunker. Other s cake
rhe seep of installing
optical sorter s or find a
different way to sort ef-

Carto,:isare used for a variety o! food and beverage products and come in two types: gable-top and
aseptic. Accessto carton recycling has grown 170 percent since 2009.

AluminumCan ProcessingSolutions
Offering4 Can Densifiermodelswith
processingcapacitiesfrom600to 3600pounds
of aluminumcansper hour.

W

e all know how diversion has become a
crucial measurement to ol for gauging
a recycling program's effectiveness and
success. One sure -fire tactic co impro ve
diver sion rares is co look at a program's list of accepted
recycling material s. Doe s your program accept carton s?
If not, adding chem is a fairly simple and vital step for
working toward becrer diversion races as well as zero waste
goals.
A rype of food and beverage packaging, cartons are easy
to recognize and come in rwo rypes: gable-top, which is used
for refrigerated produces, and aseptic, also known as shelfsrable, which are used for non -refrigerated products.
Since 2009 , the Carton Council of North America has
been working co improve American citizens' access to carton recycling, and thanks to the help of countless recycling
industry representatives, stakeholders and communities, access
has increased more than 170 percent since our efforts began.
About half of all U.S. households currently can recycle cartons
through their local recycling program. Bur we're nor stopping
there: Carton s belong with the rest of mainstream recycling
commodities.
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Making the grade
Because cartons are a recyclable commodiry with value, the
demand for carton recycling is increasing around che country .
In face, of the nation's top 100 cities, 73 now accept cartons in
their residential recycling programs. Much of this expansion has
come about because there are end market s for carton s. In 2011 ,
a new Paper Stock Industry {PSI) commodity grade specification, Grade 52, was created for carton s (aseptic and gable-top).
Such a step only occurs when indu stry demand and commodiry
value justifies it.
The Carton Council is a proponent of the Grade 52 effort
as it allows for cartons to achieve their highest possible value in
the recycling chain. When baled as Grade 52, cartons can be
shipped co paper mills that have the proper equipment both to
extract all of the fiber and potentially capture the poly and poly/
aluminum residuals.
For materials recovery facilities, there are economic benefits
chat exist beyond the markets the material can be sold into. For
facilities in competitive markets, for instance, adding canons
or other materials can attract new communities, increasing
MRF revenue in the process. Adding cartons also adds value
co the communitie s being served: The step makes the recycling
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residents and can also assist with promo tional planning.

ficiencly. It is critical that each
individual MRF operator rake
an active role in deciding what
might be the best solution for
his or her specific operation.
The first step should be
assessing the inbound recyclables stream: single-stream,
d ual-stream or even material
from drop-off locations. Second, look at the existing material flow co get an idea of where
cartons might travel as they go
through the facility.
MRF representatives and
program coordinators are also
invited to contact the Carton
Council. The organiz.acion has
a wealth of experience working
with operators as they develop
strategies to sort cartons,
and Carton Council experts
are ready and willing to help
Rumpke installed optical sorters in its regional single-stream MRFsin Cincinnati and Columbus,
MRFs decide on the techniOhio to recover cartons for recycling.
cal derails. Furthermore,
the Carton Council can help
The organization offers free toolkits to
to lee customers know that cartons can
connect operations with end markets for
communities
looking m engage with
be accepted into the recycling program.
cartons and assist in the necessary outreach

A major player takes
the plunge
One of the nation's largest privately owned
residential and commercial waste and
recycling firms, Rumpke Recycling, recently
added cartons as an accepted material co
its facilities in Cincinnati and Columbus,
Ohio.
Steve Sargent, Rumpke's director of
recycling, indicated the company is approached regularly about adding various
materials to its recycling fad lities. As a
result, they've developed prerequisites
that a potential new material muse have,
including:

the material.
2. An economically viable method for
processing the material chat will not
contaminate the remaining stream of
recyclables.
3. An education component where
Rumpke can promote the material
as part of the single-scream mix to
residents.

As the oldest manufacturer of
shredders, grinders and granulators,
Jordan Reduction Solutions engineers
machines that get the job done.

II]
• Cardboard
• Compost
• Electronics
Glass
• Metals
• Organics

• C&DandMSW
• Paper
• Plastics
Rubber
• Wood
• Textiles

machinery wr11shred
and grind wet or dry.

Theright solution(Dryour m11terial
processingand size reductionneeds.

....

JORDAN

REDUCTION
SOLUTIONS

1 -888-REDUCIT · 1-888-733-8248
www.jordanreductionsolutions.com
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No rigid container stacks up to the Bagit System@ for office
paper recycling. Its rack and attractive, reusabl e woven
fabric bags are convenient and efficient.
And they allow flexible system design
that offers real advantages. Climb out of
that box, and see what the Bagit System
can do for you.

800-622-2448
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• www.bagitsystem.com
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Over 20 years lhe original REUSABLEBAG & RACK RECYCLINGSYSTEM
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Review your existing inbound streams and material flows
Contact the Carton Council for technical.assistance and ideas
If necessary, make MRFupgrades to effectively sort cartons
Get the word out to residents

the rest of their materials and sorting protocols. Minimal contamination has occurred

from cartons mixing with other materials. While cartons arc still a relatively new

Eldan M ulti Purpose Rasper

MPR200HD

1.A stable and secure end market for

STILL
STUCK
IN
A RECYCLING
BOX?

Moisture tolerant

Simple steps to follow when adding cartons
to a program

....

After examining cartons using these criteria
Rumpke decided it was logical and beneficial ro add the material. During the past
five years, Rumpke renovated its Columbus
MR F and rebuilt its C incinnati fuciliry,
which had been damaged by fire. The
multi -million dollar project included installation of top -of- the- line recycling equip ment, including optical sorters to process
cartons. The optical sorters for cartons are
pl:iccd on the container line of the material
stream, and Rumpke also stations quality
control sorters there to ensure char the qual ity of cartons is up to par.
Rumpke and ocher successful programs
chat have included cartons recognize chac
there is more to program development
than just shiny equipment and tested MRF
processes. Another critical component is
the educational outreach to residents. In
Rumpke's Ohio markets, once the company
completed the upgrades to process cartons,
dedicated efforts were taken to communi cate the addition of cartons to residents.
Since adding cartons to their material
mix, Rumpke repor ts a positive operational
experience. The company has been able to
effectively sort cartons, and representatives
say they've seen no detrimental impact on

NEW TRANSMISSION

~

2•1l2 kW elocttlcal motors.
each 1ide bolng Individually
odjuatod. Mote than double
Inter! a In the bol1111ywheels.

NEW DESIGNED WEAR
PLATES ON THE ROTOR
The wear pSates are easily

••changed. The new de•ign
keapa the motertal from building
Up insld• th, rotor housing.
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I Former Times

material in facilities compared to other recyclable items, Rumpk e
officials report chat efforts are off to a great start and the added
value has benefited their business.

Growing the trend

20 Years Ago

Municipalities have recognized residents' desire t~ place th~se
items in che bin beside other long-accepted curbside materials,
and the option is helping programs collect more material overall
and drive up those ever-influential diversion rates. MRF ~~erators now have a prime opporcunity to support those municipal
efforts and a build their own revenue streams . The carton realm
is one , like many in recycling, where teamwork among varying
stakeholders can lead to huge strides forward. The current mo mentum in carton recycling is one residents, program coordina tors and processors should all be ready to enjoy. RR
Jason Pelz is vice president of recyclingprojects for the Carton Coun cil of North America and vice president, environment, for Tetra Pak
North America. He can be reached at jason.pelz@cecrapak.com.
The C arton Coun cil of North America is backed by four
leading carton manufacturers, Elopak, SIG Combibloc, Evergreen
Packaging and Tetra Pak, as well as an associate memb~r, Weyerhaeuser. Through a united effort, the Carton Council works
to deliver long-term collaborative solution s in order to ~iverc .
valuable cartons from the landfill. If you are interested m learning
more about adding carmns to your recycling facility or program,
contact the Carton Council at info@recyclecartons.com or visit
www.cartonoppo rtu ni ties.org.

In the mid-1990 s, China was just
starting to feel the effects of capitalist
reforms on its solid waste system . The
country had gone through a decade of
growth in both wealth and urbanization ,
which made irs cities fascinating case
studies in the ways emerging economies
were approaching the notion of materials
recovery.
Researcher Paul Ligon headed to
Beijing to learn more about char municipality's
struggles and successes on the waste front, and he reported
some of his findings in the June 1994 issue of this publication .
Ligon found, interestingly, that China's material s recovery
system was well-established, reaching back to the 1950s when
the government had ser up an extensive system co get hold of
secondary materials. This was dr iven by the fact the country
had limited resources to produ ce those materials iu elf. In
the 1990s, that infrastructure was still in place, and Ligon
reported 270 government-operated redemption centers existed
in Beijing, allowing residents to receive payment for a wide
range ofirems.
But as wealth grew in the city and consumer s began
to encounter a wider range of products that came into the
increasingly free-trade -oriented society, the institutionalized
nature of materials recovery was shifting rapidly. Households
that formerly relied on redemption centers for extra income
were now more than happy ro give materials to informal trash
collectors who went door -to -door and paid small amounts
to take used items off residents ' hand s. They turned around
and sold what they accumulated co small manufacturers or
broker s. Ocher pickers nabbed materials from open transfer
station s char were growing as the country produced more
waste.

After optically sorting cartons from the single-stream mix,
Rumpke bales and prepares the cartons for the end market.

AES is Your Source for Innovative, Economical
and Sustainable Recycling Equipment and Systems
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It was clear char Ch ina's major cities were in the midst of
a waste management transformation - and that opportuniti es
and growing tonnages would define the future in that area.
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10 Years Ago

AES is the go-to company for innovative products and automated systems for MR~, C&D,. Shredding a~d Size
Reduction, Bag Capture, and Dust Control . Our comprehensive product line and innovative pro_ductsli~e the
AirShark"u Rotary Material Separator and our exclusive Glass Clean-up System makes AES t~~ logical c.ho1cef~r
your next recycling equipment purchase, turnkey project or s~stem upgrade . Used and reconditioned equipment rs
also available. Contact an AES Sales Engineer today for more information.

Recyclingand
Sorting Systems

800-572-9998
L_ ________________
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came through the face that hundreds of tons of glass
no longer needed to be sent to landfills.
The glass-to-gravel concept had been
leveraged in other corners of the country
ar that point, but New Hampshire's hub and-spoke strategy was unique. In many
ways, it was not surprising the idea gained
traction in New England : The project
was coordinated in pare by the Northeast
Resource Recovery Association, a group that
was deeply experienced in helping small
communities in that region work together
to push sustainability goals in a financially
viable manner.
New Hampshire was also seen as an important testing
ground because it was (and still is) a non-bottle bill state,
meaning glass containers were more likely to end up in the
recycling stream. With no clear management plan in place,
the material could be a liability. But with unique programs
set up to leverage the glass, communities were finding they
could use off-spec and colored boccies to reduce costs and
pave a path forward.

Balers and
Compactors

Shredding and
Size Reduction

Alf Classification
and Dust Filtration

ADVANCED EQUIPMENT SALES
• www .aesales.net
• sales@aesales.net
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The challenges of recycling glass certainly are nothing new
now and nor was it a decade ago when officials in New
Hamp shire were hard at work on a pilot program to help
alleviate costs associated with processing recovered glass.
The state's initiative set up four ~host" communities
that would accept off-spec glass and other glass that
couldn 't be profirably moved through traditional recycling
channel s. Once accumulated, chis material was crushed
and screened to a specific size specification (three -eighths of
an inch or smaller) and then used to create gravel for road
building . The participating municipalities saved thousands
when k came to gravel purchasing, and more cost savings
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